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Abstract

Agent based modeling is an effective methodology for understanding complex cognitive systems through generative mechanisms that explain emergent behavior. However, most agent modeling languages use general-purpose imperative language constructs and lack high-level syntactic features necessary for cognitive modeling. In this thesis, we present Cogent, a cognitive coherence-driven agent modeling and simulation platform and demonstrate its use in ethical decision-making by autonomous systems. The underlying strategy is based on parallel constraint satisfaction in terms of a connectionist interactive activation model that implements the theory of cognitive coherence. Agents in the Cogent language are specified by a Domain-Specific Language, which provides the syntax and semantics for creating the decision-making model along with its coherence network. A model in Cogent expresses the constraints of a cognitive architecture through mechanisms such as explanation, deliberation, deduction, and analogy. The language provides the ability to model complex hierarchical network structures while allowing the visualization of the coherence network to gain cognitive affordance into explaining an agent’s behavior and decisions. To illustrate the utility of Cogent, we explore a case study in machine ethics and demonstrate how deontological and consequentilist approaches to decision-making in philosophical ethics can be simulated using the Cogent.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software agents when simulated can be helpful in understanding a complex problem or scenario. The use of Agent-Based Models (ABMs) or Individual-Based Models (IBMs) for research and management is growing rapidly in a number of fields [1]. Based on the application domain of software agents, the importance of understanding their behavior is critical. Agents address a wide range of problems from simple models like the Schelling Model [2] to flight simulations [3]. Some varieties of agents like intelligent agents are equipped with advanced abilities such as decision making, adaptation, learning, and reasoning. Cognitive architectures are often based on theories of cognitive science and aim at describing human cognitive processes as precisely as possible [4]. There are many cognitive architectures that can be used to develop such intelligent agents. An important problem to consider is the need to express deliberation and reasoning mechanisms explicitly in these agents become more important as the complexity of the problem to be faced by the agent increases.

For demonstrating the importance of the problem, consider Autonomous systems which are increasingly becoming part of both the cyber and physical infrastructures that sustain our daily lives [5]. Instilling confidence and trust in them has never been more important. Autonomous systems like self-driving cars and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) can face various situations where they might be tangled between taking decisions which may be challenging even for a human [6]. Consider a scenario where we need to deploy an unmanned vehicle for a search and rescue mission during a natural disaster. There may be many people in need of help and the vehicle may need to make a decision which could save some lives but endanger others. Suppose the agent has a rule that it cannot sacrifice a life to save others, and that it encounters a scenario where sacrificing one person’s life can lead to saving many
others. In such a scenario, the vehicle may have to take a decision between maximizing the total number of lives saved, thus sacrificing the one person or follow the rules.

The above example can be clearly expressed in as either a deontological [7] or consequentialist [8] approach in ethical decision-making. Deontological and consequentialist perspectives are two approaches to moral decision making. According to the deontological principle, one must act on duties or rules and the actions taken at any point must obey with these rules. The consequentialist approach is contradictory to the deontological approach where the actions taken need to maximize the observed result, which can be maximizing utility or any other parameter based on the scenario. This theory can easily lead to breaking of rules or duties in contrast to the deontological approach but maximizes utility. This example clearly shows how real-world scenarios involve complicated decision making and the need to express deliberation and reasoning mechanisms explicitly in simulation languages modeling such cognitive agents.

Most of the commonly used ABM platforms follow the “framework and library” paradigm, providing a framework along with a library of software implementing the framework and providing simulation tools [1]. Another major category of ABM platforms is the platforms providing a Domain Specific Language (DSL) or higher-level syntax for modeling agents, such as NetLogo [9]. Unfortunately, both these varieties of simulations have challenges of their own. Evaluation OF ABM platforms [10] indicate that the library-based simulation platforms have drawbacks such as the difficulty in use and the insufficiency of tools for observing simulation experiments or visualizing the results of simulations. Although the DSL-based languages provide a higher level syntax for creating agents and other features like visualization of agents in their platform, they lack the ability to generalize. That is, constraints of the agent language make it difficult to define complex behaviors. DSL-based simulation languages do not allow programming language syntax and libraries to be used along with the DSL. This clearly shows the need for simulation platforms that could combine the positive attributes of both the variants of simulation languages discussed.
We address the above problems by developing a simulation platform, called *Cogent*, for creating and experimenting with cognitive agents using a higher-level language. The cognitive model of the cogents, which are agents in the Cogent language, is based on the foundational principles of the theory of cognitive coherence [11]. The cogents can be simulated using a Domain Specific Language (DSL) integrated as a part of the Cogent simulation platform where users can program cogents using the DSL, which provides high-level abstract features based on the theory of cognitive coherence [11]. The features aim to facilitate explicit specification of the perception and deliberation mechanisms. That is, beliefs, evidences, and their relations such as explanation and facilitation are characterized in terms of a programmable abductive model building framework. The DSL of Cogent aims to address the issue of expressing deliberation and reasoning mechanisms explicitly. We validate Cogent’s expressive DSL capabilities later in Section 5 where we simulate a Machine Ethics problem similar to the one discussed before in this section. The proposed language and its syntactic constructs can be used for creating autonomous agents and can also be used both as an exploratory and explanatory tool for studying the behavior of these agents in a simulated environment. By examining the behavior of agents in a transparent manner, users can gain cognitive affordance into the behavior of the models and adjust specifications until they are satisfied and instill trust in agent behavior.

The Cogent framework also aims to address the issues faced by the library-based and the DSL-based simulation languages discussed before. Cogent’s DSL is carefully designed to not only be expressive but also to allow users to directly connect the programming language syntax to a cognitive theory. That is, the deliberation and reasoning mechanisms are specified using the DSL, and the behaviors executed by agents are Scala programming language functions. The DSL can help programmers implement complex decision-making agents using the DSL while providing them imperative features in terms of Scala functions. This strategy aims to address the tediousness in the library-based languages and the limited available functionality of the DSL-based approaches. The simulation platform also provides facilities for
the visualization of the cognitive model defined by an explanatory coherence network using the DSL. Because the cognitive model is a composition of nodes and constraints defined by edges between the nodes, the model is a network. The visualization represents the actions which are classified acceptable or unacceptable based on the input given in the DSL and the result generated by the coherence network via a parallel constraint satisfaction mechanism. This allows users to get a better understanding of the model and can interactively modify the specification to adjust the behavior.

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. In the next chapter, we overview various existing simulation platforms and cognitive architectures, discussing their features and drawbacks. Chapter 3 introduces the conceptual framework of the Cogent platform and discusses in detail the theory of Coherence and the various types of coherence mechanisms. We also introduce the basic concepts and components of Model Driven Engineering, including Domain-Specific Languages, model transformations, and metamodels. In Chapter 4, we present the implementation details of the Coherence Theory as well as the major components of the Model Driven Engineering framework. We also discuss the syntactic details of the Cogent’s DSL and the various features that the platform provides. We demonstrate how Coherence Theory combined with the principles of Model Driven Engineering provides a basis for the Cogent platform. In Chapter 5, we introduce the domain of Machine Ethics and present a problem in the area called the Lethal Strike problem. By using the problem, we validate the platform’s capability to model cognitive agents using deliberation mechanisms. In the final chapter, we conclude and discuss both the limitations and potential applications of the Cogent platform. We also discuss potential areas for further research and extension of Cogent.
Agent-based simulation languages overall aim to simulate a problem through agents, but they also vary greatly in their approach. Based on the simulation language used, the type of functionality of the simulated agents varies as well. That is, although simulation languages can be used to develop a wide range of agents in different domains, the complexity of simulating these agents can vary depending on the formalism of the language used. In this section, we will discuss existing agent simulation languages, their benefits, and limitations. We will also discuss on how Cogent proposes to address the problems faced by these languages.

2.1 Simulation Languages

Agent simulation languages can be classified based on multiple criteria, ranging from programming language, to scalability, development effort, and operating systems [12]. In this section we will classify the languages and explore them as either library-based or DSL-based. Library-based simulation languages are where agents are developed using libraries that run over a programming language. DSL-based languages are simulation platforms which have a Domain-Specific Language (DSL) of its own for simulation. We will first discuss library-based languages and then overview DSL-based approaches.

2.1.1 Library-based Simulation Languages

Swarm [13] is a multi agent simulation platform for complex adaptive systems. Agents in Swarm are organized by an object called ”swarm”, where the ”swarm” object can itself be an agent. In Swarm, the different types of agents are separate classes and specific agents
are objects of those classes. Each of the agents or objects have separate state variables while sharing common behaviors defined in the class. Swarm allows modelers to build multi-level models. That is, to define a hierarchical Swarm models where one Swarm agent may have multiple Swarm agents within it.

Repast [14] is a Java based software for multi-agent simulation. It allows users to simulate multiple agents that can coordinate with each other. Repast also allows simple agent scheduling, as well as features that enable complex dynamic scheduling for agents. The simulation software allows agents to exhibit behaviors through the execution of basic actions defined as methods of software objects. That is, Repast utilizes a set of software objects to handle the mechanisms used for agent simulation like scheduling and visualization, and new agents can be created by extending these classes. Repast also provides features that enable the specification of agent behavior in terms of state charts and activity flows. As such, it provides a visual DSL to abstract agent behavior.

Repast Simphony [15] is built on top of the Repast library [14] for modeling complex adaptive systems. Repast Simphony was designed with the goal to keep all the core features offered in Repast with a strict separation between model specification, model execution, model visualization, and data storage. All user model objects in Repast Simphony such as networks and time scheduling, are Java objects that can be replaced by custom objects if needed by the modeler. It also offers visualization features such as 2D and 3D visualization of agents.

MASON [16] is a multi-agent simulation toolkit developed in Java. MASON uses a fast, orthogonal, minimal model library which can be modified or extended by a Java programmer [16]. The toolkit consists of three layers. The utility layer consists of various helper functions. The model layer contains the core features for running the agent like scheduling, and the visualization layer allows users to create visualizations and Graphical user Interfaces for the simulation. As compared to Repast, MASON provides sophisticated 3D visualization features and is argued to be faster than Repast [16].
JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment Framework) \[17\] allows users to simulate agents in compliance with the FIPA \[18\] standard, which facilitates interoperability between agents developed within the same standard. JADE is also a distributed agent platform, thus running a simulation in multiple machines. JADE allows users to add behaviors from simple atomic ones to complex with sub behaviors by extending specific Java classes which is accompanied with the toolkit. Jadex \[19\] is also a Java based multi-agent simulation platform that implements the Belief Desire Intention (BDI) model of means-ends reasoning. The BDI model allows users to express simulation instructions in terms of goals, beliefs and plans. Jadex provides a meta-level reasoning mechanism where based on the events passed to the agent appropriate plans are selected from the list of available plans. In a BDI model, causes for actions are only related to desires, ignoring other facets of cognition such as, emotions \[19\]. We will discuss later on how emotions can be included in our model presented in this work.

All the languages discussed in this section follow a common approach for modeling agents. In all of these languages, agents are modeled by extending a set of classes from a library of a object-oriented programming language. Not only is the simulation procedure in these languages are very similar, they also do not allow human reasoning constructs like beliefs or evidences to be explicitly expressed for modeling agents. They also lack built-in reasoning and decision-making capabilities within agents, and any decision making procedure must be programmed using imperative low-level language constructs. In Jadex, although BDI-based reasoning mechanisms can be expressed, other mechanisms such as analogy and explanation are ignored.

2.1.2 DSL-based Simulation Languages

StarLogo \[20\] is a modeling environment designed primarily to help non expert users model decentralized systems. Using StarLogo, users can write simple rules for thousands of objects, then observe the patterns that arise from the interactions \[20\]. StarLogo was
extended from the Logo programming language \[21\] by adding multi-agent capabilities and parallelism to it. StarLogo introduces parallelism in agents in the belief that it would be the most natural way to express the desired behavior of agents. Although multiple agents can be simulated at the same time in StarLogo, those agents can be of only two types, thus limiting its capabilities.

NetLogo \[9\] is also a multi-agent simulation language. NetLogo is primarily intended for simulating natural and social phenomena \[9\]. Similar to StarLogo, NetLogo allows agents to be programmed with a DSL. The disadvantage of NetLogo is that it is highly restricted to four types of agents moving and interacting within a 2 dimensional space thus failing to generalize to explicitly define a cognitive model in terms of the language of a cognitive theory.

ReLogo \[22, 23\] is aimed to create a semantically simple yet powerful package for agent-based modeling by combining the ideas of Repast Simphony \[15\] and NetLogo \[9\] through a DSL. ReLogo adds the capabilities of Repast Simphony \[15\] to the semantic simplicity of Logo, and in doing so contributes a number of concepts to building Logo-like ABMs; object-oriented programming, simple integration of existing code libraries, statically and dynamically typed languages, domain-specific languages, and the use of integrated development environments \[22\]. ReLogo’s DSL allows modelers to program NetLogo type agents involving "patches", "turtles", "links", and "observers" type agents by inheriting already available base classes. Relogo also allows external Java libraries to be added to the model.

Languages in this section follow a different approach in modeling agents. Agents in these languages are modeled using a DSL. Although the languages provide a higher-level syntax for modeling agents, they lack the ability to express reasoning constructs explicitly. Creating agents with complex behaviors that require complex computations can be particularly difficult in StarLogo and NetLogo as they do not allow programming language syntax to be combined with the DSL. We will show how Cogent’s DSL not only allows reasoning
constructs to be expressed while modeling agents but also allows programming language syntax to be combined with the DSL.

2.2 Cognitive Architectures

A fundamental characteristic of an agent is its potential to make independent deliberations during the problem-solving, conflict resolution and decision-making processes [12].

Cognitive architectures are different from the simulation languages or frameworks discussed in the previous section. Frameworks provide a common base of code and some representational schemes for knowledge, but they do not provide a comprehensive set of memories and processing elements that are sufficient for the development of general agents [24].

Soar [25, 24] is a cognitive architecture based on symbolic and non-symbolic processing. Soar’s architecture consists of multiple long-term memories and a short-term memory. The short-term memory is represented as a symbolic graph where objects in them can be represented with properties and relation. There are three long-term memories which are the Procedural memory for encoding procedural knowledge as production rules, the Semantic memory for storing the facts and the Episodic memory for storing past experiences of an agent. Soar provides reinforcement learning to adjust actions of an agent to maximize a reward. Soar also allows agents to express emotions based on a certain appraisal theory. The production rules in Procedural memory of Soar is expressed in the format of mapping a set of conditions to actions which are compared later to the short-term memory. Although this syntax of the language may be good enough to express various real-world scenarios it does not allow human reasoning mechanisms to expressed explicitly.

EPIC (Executive Process-Interactive Control) [26] is a human information-processing architecture that is especially suited for modeling multiple-task performance [26]. EPIC has a production rule cognitive processor along with perceptual motor models. Information in agent’s start from a perceptual processor to a cognitive processor and then to the motor processor. There are separate memory modules for storing production rules and declarative
knowledge. There is also a Working memory which acts like a Short Term memory. There is no learning mechanism in this architecture. To handle the incapacity to learn, there are models like EPIC-Soar [27], where EPIC is combined with Soar [25]. In EPIC-Soar, EPIC and Soar remain independent programs which communicate using a socket connection. Soar accepts EPIC perceptual and motor processor messages as input to its working memory and returns motor processor commands to EPIC as output [27].

ACT-R [28] is a hybrid cognitive architecture consisting of symbolic and sub-symbolic processing. ACT-R primarily consists of two perceptual-motor modules namely the visual module and the manual motor module for interacting with the real world. Similar to Soar, ACT-R consists of memory modules like the procedural module for storing productions and a declarative module for storing facts. ACT-R does not have an explicit short-term memory but it has buffers for each module described before except for the procedural module. These buffers represent the current state of an agent at any given time. A pattern matching module chooses actions to fire based on the current states of the buffer and the procedural memory. When multiple rules match, ACT-R chooses one based on a sub-symbolic procedure. Productions in the procedural module in ACT-R are expressed in the format of mapping tests on buffer contents to actions. This is clearly similar to how Soar handles its procedural memory.

Clarion [29] is cognitive architecture for modeling a single agent. The components of Clarion are the action centered system to control physical and mental operations (ACS), non-action-centered subsystem (NACS) to store general knowledge, motivational subsystem (MS) to provide underlying motivations for cognition and the metacognitive subsystem (MCS) to monitor the operations of ACS. Clarion differentiates from Soar and ACT-R by the fact that it clearly tries to separate implicit and explicit cognition. This distinction can be clearly seen in the ACS and NACS module. In ACS, the explicit cognition is handled by symbolic processing while the implicit processing is handled by neural networks. The top level of Clarion’s ACS maps states to actions while the bottom level uses a neural network
associating the states and pattern using learning mechanisms. Similar to Soar and ACT-R and Clarion also does not allow users to express deliberation mechanisms explicitly.

LIDA \cite{30} is an extension of IDA, an autonomous agent used in the United States Navy. LIDA extends IDA by adding perceptual, episodic and procedural learning to it. LIDA works by organizing the cognitive process in a cycle, beginning from perception and ending in an action. LIDA gains new knowledge over several of these cognitive cycles. The cognitive cycle begins with a Perceive phase, where the sensory input of the environment is obtained. The Perceive phase recognizes or establishes unfamiliarity of the sensed environment. In LIDA, an agent’s ontology can be defined as a list of objects and classes that the agent can currently recognize. The cognitive cycle’s second phase is the Interpret phase, where the precept from the previous phase is moved to a long-term memory and analyzed. Information from the Perceive phase is passed onto the third phase of LIDA known as Act Phase. In the Act Phase, the agent works with the Procedural Memory and the Action Subsystem, where the procedural memory is a collection of procedural rules. In this phase, the context sent from the Perceive Phase is matched with the Procedural Memory and appropriate action is performed.

ICARUS \cite{31} is a cognitive architecture for modeling physical agents that are influenced by the results from cognitive psychology. ICARUS is not to match quantitative data, but rather to reproduce qualitative characteristics of human behavior \cite{31}. The environment in ICARUS is represented using a perceptual buffer. Agents in ICARUS understand the environment by matching conceptual structures against precepts and beliefs. ICARUS also has a belief memory that has higher-level inferences about the agent’s situation. The belief memory holds predicates and a set of symbolic arguments of objects that typically appear in the perceptual buffer. The basic activity of an agent in ICARUS is a conceptual inference in which the perceptual buffer is matched with the agent’s long-term memory or conceptual memory and adding the result to the belief memory. Goals are an important part of an
autonomous system and ICARUS has a goal memory that contains agent’s top-level objectives. Goals in goal memory are stored as an ordered list and goals with the highest priority is selected during each cycle. The knowledge to execute the goals are stored in a long-term memory called the skill memory.

All of the Cognitive architectures discussed above, except Clarion, are based on procedural rule system for cognition or decision making. Clarion, along with a procedural rule system, also uses a neural network for implicit processing. Programming agents in production rule systems can be particularly challenging for users as they may have to convert their deliberations into production rules. Allowing users to directly express these deliberations will help them speed up and ease the process of simulation. Our proposed approach tackles the challenges faced by these languages in expressing deliberation constructs by introducing agents that can express various forms of deliberations like explanation and analogy. We work towards simulating autonomous decision making agents where these reasoning constructs can be included within agents.
Chapter 3
Conceptual Framework

In this chapter, we will discuss about the conceptual framework of the Cogent Platform. Agents that are modeled in the Cogent platform are cognitive agents which work on the basis of the Coherence Theory. In section 3.1, we will introduce Coherence theory and the different types of Coherence mechanisms. We will also introduce Model Driven Engineering, the basis on which the Cogent framework works. Model Driven Engineering allows modeler to define cognitive models in a higher level syntax, thus simplifying the process. In Section 3.2, we will introduce Model Driven Engineering and its attributes in detail.

3.1 Coherence Theory

Coherence Theory [11] is a cognitive reasoning technique based on psychological evidences where certain principles are rejected or accepted based on a constraint satisfaction mechanisms. The different types of coherence mechanisms in Coherence Theory are explanatory coherence, deductive coherence, deliberative coherence and analogical coherence. A coherence network is a representation of Coherence Theory where elements like Hypothesis and Evidences are represented as nodes and are connected with edges having weights which are based on if the elements cohere or incohere with each other. Let us first discuss the explanatory coherence in detail. The other forms of coherence are discussed, later in this section.

3.1.1 Explanatory Coherence

Explanatory coherence [32] aims to find a mutual adjustment between different hypothesis and evidences. By explanatory coherence, a hypothesis can be explained or contradicted
by other hypothesis or evidences. *Explanatory coherence* also involves Competitions, which are inhibitory connections established between hypothesis that explain a common evidence but do not have any explanation between them. The seven principles of explanatory coherence are [33]:

Symmetry: Explanatory coherence is a symmetric relation, unlike say, conditional probability.

Explanation: (a) A hypothesis coheres with what it explains, which can either be evidence or another hypothesis; (b) hypotheses that together explain some other proposition cohere with each other; and (c) the more hypotheses it takes to explain something, the lower the degree of coherence.

Analogy: Similar hypotheses that explain similar pieces of evidence cohere.

Data Priority: Propositions that describe the results of observations have a degree of acceptability on their own.

Contradiction: Contradictory propositions are incoherent with each other.

Competition: If P and Q both explain a proposition, and if P and Q are not explanatorily connected, then P and Q are incoherent with each other. (P and Q are explanatorily connected if one explains the other or if together they explain something.)

Acceptability: The acceptability of a proposition in a system of propositions depends on its coherence with them.
3.1.2 Deductive Coherence

*Deductive coherence* discerns a balance between propositions, which can be beliefs or hypotheses. These beliefs, in turn may deduce other beliefs or hypotheses, thus establishing a set of rules. Similar to explanatory coherence, beliefs can also contradict each other. The five principles of Deductive coherence are [33]:

Symmetry: Deductive coherence is a symmetric relation among propositions, unlike, say, deducibility.

Deduction: (a) An axiom or other proposition coheres with propositions that are deducible from it; (b) propositions that together are used to deduce some other propositions cohere with each other; and (c) the more hypotheses it takes to deduce something, the less the degree of coherence.

Intuitive priority: Propositions that are intuitively obvious have a degree of acceptability on their own. Propositions that are obviously false have a degree of rejectability on their own.

Contradiction: contradictory propositions are incoherent with each other.

Acceptance: The acceptability of a proposition in a system of propositions depends on its coherence with them.

3.1.3 Deliberative Coherence

*Deliberative coherence* [34] finds a mutual adjustment between actions and goals of a problem. While goals can facilitate actions, they can also facilitate each other. Goals can also be incompatible with other goals or actions. The six principles of Deliberative Coherence are [34]:
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Symmetry: Coherence and incoherence are symmetrical relations: If a factor (action or goal) $F_1$ coheres with a factor $F_2$, then $F_2$ coheres with $F_1$.

Facilitation: Consider actions $A_1 \ldots A_n$ that together facilitate the accomplishment of a goal $G$. Then (a) each $A_i$ coheres with $G$; (b) each $A_i$ coheres with each other $A_j$; (c) the greater the number of actions required, the less the coherence among actions and goals.

Incompatibility: (a) If two factors cannot both be performed or achieved, then they are strongly incoherent; (b) If two two factors are difficult to perform or achieve together, then they are weakly incoherent.

Goal priority: Some goals can be desirable for intrinsic or non-coherence reasons.

Judgment: Facilitation and competition relations can depend on coherence with judgments about the acceptability of factual beliefs.

Decision: Decision are made on the basis of an assessment of the overall coherence of a set of actions and goals.

3.1.4 Analogical Coherence

Analogical coherence \cite{33} is the mapping of hypotheses and their corresponding propositions to similar hypotheses and their propositions. Similar hypothesis work collaboratively in a way, if one of them is negatively affected the similarly mapped hypothesis has a negative effect as well. The six principles of Analogical Coherence are \cite{33}:

Symmetry: Analogical coherence is a symmetric relation among mapping hypotheses.
Structure: A mapping hypothesis that connects two propositions R(a,b) and S(c,d), coheres with mapping hypotheses that connect R with S, a with c, and b with d; and all those mapping hypotheses cohere with each other.

Similarity: Mapping hypotheses that connect elements that are semantically or visually similar have a degree of acceptability on their own.

Purpose: Mapping hypothesis that provide possible contributions to the purpose of the analogy have a degree of acceptability on their own.

Competition: Mapping hypotheses that offer a different mapping for the same object or concept are incoherent with each other.

Acceptance: The acceptability of a mapping hypothesis in a system of mapping hypotheses depends on its coherence with them.

3.1.5 Parallel Constraint Satisfaction in IAC Networks

The Coherence Network is based on the concept of Interactive Activation Competition Network [35], also called the IAC network. The IAC network consists of nodes that are connected to each other through bi-directional edges. The nodes can have an activation value between a minimum and a maximum value set by the user. The edges that connect the nodes can also have positive or negative weights associated with them.

To run the network, the $net - input$ values for each node are obtained, then an update function is applied. The $net - input$ of a node is calculated as follows:

$$net - input(j) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w(i, j) * a(i)$$
In the above equation, \( w(i, j) \) is the weight of the connection between nodes \( i \) and \( j \). \( a(i) \) represents the activation of the node \( i \). The links in an IAC network are bidirectional, hence \( w(i, j) \) would be the same as \( w(j, i) \). The update action can be given as follows [35]:

\[
    a(t + 1) = \begin{cases} 
        a(t) \times (1 - \theta) + \text{net} - \text{input} \times (M - a(t)), & \text{if } \text{net} - \text{input} > 0 \\
        a(t) \times (1 - \theta) + \text{net} - \text{input} \times (a(t) - m), & \text{otherwise}
    \end{cases}
\]

In the above equation, \( a(t) \) and \( a(t + 1) \) represent the activations of a node at time \( t \) and time \( t + 1 \) respectively. Values \( m \) and \( M \) represent the minimum and maximum value set for the network, and \( \theta \) represents the decay parameter. The decay parameter controls the speed at which the network settles. The update function is applied for all nodes in the network until all of the nodes settle. The network settles if the difference between activations of all nodes in two successive states is less than the threshold set for the network.

### 3.1.6 Contrastive Hebbian Learning in Coherence Network

In this section, we will discuss the idea of fitting a coherence network to the preferences of a user. Precisely, given a coherence network which settles at a configuration \( A \), we will discuss the procedure that will allow the network to settle in the desired configuration \( B \).

A coherence network in contrast to a neural network instills very little restrictions on how nodes are connected to each other, which reduces the options for applying popular learning algorithms like backpropagation which rely on the constrained architecture of a neural network. Coherence networks also use a symmetric bi-directional edge to connect its nodes, and does not differentiate input and output nodes. The closest similarity to a coherence network among popular network architectures would be a Boltzmann machine [36] as they too have symmetric bi-directional edges, we will now introduce the learning algorithm used in them called the Contrastive Hebbian Learning [37].
Contrastive Hebbian Learning has two phases, which are the positive and negative phase. In the positive phase, the network is run while both the input and output are presented to the network. In the negative phase, the network is run while only the input is presented to the network. The weights of the edges in the network are updated as follows [38]:

\[
\Delta W_{ij} = \epsilon \left( (a_i^+ \ast a_j^+) - (a_i^- \ast a_j^-) \right)
\]

The above equation specifies the procedure for updating the weight of an edge between any node \(i\) and \(j\). \(a_i^+\) and \(a_j^+\) in the equation are the activations of nodes \(i\) and \(j\) in the positive phase. \(a_i^-\) and \(a_j^-\) represent the activations of node \(i\) and \(j\) in the negative phase. \(\epsilon\) is the learning rate. The learning algorithm involves updating each edge using the above described procedure.

### 3.2 Model Driven Engineering

We introduced Cogent’s cognitive model in Section [3.1]. Modeling the theory of coherence can be a challenging task, as the modeler would require substantial knowledge about the domain. We address this challenge by utilizing the principles of Model Driven Engineering. Model Driven Engineering is an approach to improve the software development process by improving software re-usability, and abstraction in program specification, thus leading to a higher productivity. Model-driven approaches putatively increase developer productivity, decrease the cost (in time and money) of software construction, improve software re-usability, and make software more maintainable [39]. Cogent is built on the principles of Model Driven Engineering, thus sharing some of its prime advantages, such as software re-usability and higher productivity. Figure [3.1] gives an overview of Model Driven Engineering [40]. We will discuss each component of Model Driven Engineering below.
3.2.1 Model and Domain

The primary component in Model Driven Engineering is a model. ”A model is a simplification of a system built with an intended goal in mind. The model should be able to answer questions in place of the actual system.” [41]. In the Cogent platform, a model represents a system that incorporates the theory of coherence. Domain describes a bounded field of interest or knowledge [42]. In Model Driven Engineering, models represent a particular domain and the languages to specify these models are called Domain-Specific languages. In Cogent, the domain is the theory of coherence.

3.2.2 Domain-Specific Language

A Domain-Specific Language (DSL), in contrast with a general-purpose programming language, models aspects of a particular problem domain and provides special-purpose constructs tailored to the needs of that domain [39]. The process of creating models using the higher-level DSL is called Domain-Specific Modeling. Developers can use DSL to build
applications using elements of the type system captured by metamodels and express design intent declaratively rather than imperatively [43]. A model specified using a DSL is called a Domain-Specific Model (DSM). Domain-Specific languages allow users to specify models in a higher-level syntax pertinent to the domain of the model, thus abstracting the user of any lower level intricacies of the model. Cogent’s DSL allows a cognitive model to be defined using keywords such as “explains” and “contradicts”, but abstracts the user from how these functionalities are implemented. The syntax details of Cogent’s DSL are discussed in detail in Section 4.2.3

3.2.3 Metamodel

In Domain-Specific Modeling, a model is defined by a DSL, and the DSL is defined by a metamodel. The Domain-Specific Language provides a concrete syntax and the metamodel provides an abstract syntax for modelling. A metamodel is used to define the syntax and semantics of the DSL. More precisely, a metamodel describes the possible structure of models in an abstract way, it defines the constructs of a modeling language and their relationships, as well as constraints and modeling rules but not the concrete syntax of the language [42]. The metamodel itself can be a model defined by a meta-metamodel. meta-metamodel defines a language to define the metamodel. The implementation details of Cogent’s metamodel are discussed in Section 4.2.1

3.2.4 Formal Model

A formal model is the set of statements defined by the DSL that conceptually satisfies an instance of the metamodel definition. A formal model can be considered as the beginning point in the transformation process.
3.2.5 Platform

Platform can be considered as an overall system that acts as a base for running the model. The platform has the task of supporting the realization of the domain, that is, the transformation of formal models should be as simple as possible [42]. The platform provides packages and helper classes that help in the transforming and execution of the formal model. In Cogent, the Scala programming language, transformation classes and the reference implementation form the platform.

3.2.6 Transformation

To transform the higher-level formal model into a lower-level model such as a programming language model, model transformation rules are applied to the formal model. Transformations can be a model-to-model transformation or a model-to-platform transformation. In a model-to-model transformation, a model which conforms to a metamodel is transformed into another model which conforms to a different metamodel. In model-to-platform transformation, a model which conforms to a metamodel is transformed into an artifact acceptable to the platform.

3.2.7 Reference Implementation

Reference implementation refers to the set of classes that provide the functionality of the model specified by the user. The abstract model specified by the user cannot be directly executed as it would lack the necessary procedures to execute. The reference implementation acts as a back-end for the model specified using DSL. In Cogent, the reference implementation would be a set of classes implementing the Coherence Theory. The implementation details of Cogent’s reference implementation are discussed in Section 4.2.2.
4.1 Overview

In this section, we introduce Cogent, a web-based simulation platform developed over the Scala programming environment and the Scalatra web-framework. Cogent is designed based on the principles of Model-Driven Engineering, discussed in Section 3.2. Cogent also incorporates the four different types of coherence discussed in Section 3.1. In this chapter, let us call the agents simulated in Cogent platform as cogent. The overall process in simulating cogens in the Cogent Platform is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

![Cogent System Sequence Diagram](image)

Figure 4.1: Cogent System Sequence Diagram
From Figure 4.1, we can observe that the simulation process begins with the user specifying the DSL in Cogent and parsing it. The DSL syntax is discussed in detail in Section 4.2.3. The DSL is sent from the platform to the servlet. The servlet verifies the syntax of the DSL and responds appropriately to the platform. The metamodel and parsing process of DSL is discussed in detail in Section 4.2.1. After a successful verification of the DSL, the user proceeds to run the model. On receiving the run command, the servlet creates a Coherence Network object. A detailed description on the implementation of the Coherence Network can be found in Section 4.2.2. The results on running the Coherence Network are then propagated back to the user for visualization. A detailed description of the visualization and other features available in the Cogent platform can be found in Section 4.3.

4.2 Cogent’s Domain-Specific Language

The DSL of Cogent is intended to ease the process of the agent simulation by hiding intricacies pertinent to the programming language and providing only a simplified syntax necessary to create models. We will begin this section by explaining the metamodel of the DSL. We will further discuss the reference implementation. Finally, we will introduce Cogent’s DSL syntax with concrete examples.

4.2.1 Metamodel Implementation

In this section, we will discuss the design and implementation of Cogent’s metamodel. Cogent’s metamodel and grammar are defined using the JavaTokensParser trait in the Scala combinator library. The metamodel is designed to capture the various aspects of the DSL, defined by the user during model specification. Figure 4.2 presents the structure of the metamodel design, with each class handling a specific part of the DSL syntax.

- Evidence: This class specifies an evidence, which is a part of Explanatory Coherence.

The *name* attribute is used to save the name of the evidence specified by the DSL.
The *explanation* attribute is used to store the description for the evidence specified by the DSL. The *Activation* is used to store the activation of the evidence.

- **Hypothesis:** This class represents a hypothesis, which is a part of *Explanatory Coherence*. The *name* attribute is used to save the name of the hypothesis specified by the DSL. The *explanation* attribute is used to store the description for the hypothesis specified by the DSL. The *Activation* is used to store the activation of the hypothesis.

- **Goal:** This class defines a goal, which is a part of *Deliberative Coherence*. The *name* attribute is used to save the name of the goal specified by the DSL. The *explanation* attribute is used to store the description for the goal specified by the DSL. The *Activation* is used to store the activation of the goal.

- **Action:** This class captures an action, which is a part of *Deliberative Coherence*. The *name* attribute is used to save the name of the action specified by the DSL. The *explanation* attribute is used to store the description for the action specified by the DSL. The *Activation* is used to store the activation of the actions.
• Belief: This class captures a belief, which is a part of Deductive Coherence. The name attribute is used to save the name of the belief specified by the DSL. The explanation attribute is used to store the description for the belief specified by the DSL. The Activation is used to store the activation of the belief.

• Analogy: This class aims to represent the analogies, which are a part of Analogical Coherence. group1 and group2 are set of hypothesis or evidences. The attribute strength denotes the connection strength to be established between the nodes.

• Constraint: This class captures the different type of constraints involved in Deductive, Deliberative and Analogical coherence. The source attribute stores values representing the names of a set of nodes. The attribute target stores a value representing the name of a single node. The constraint attribute stores various constraints, like ”explains” or ”contradicts”, as a string. The strength attribute represents the strength of the constraint to be established.

• Network: This class describes the Network specified by the DSL. The network can be a hierarchical or a flat network. The subNets attribute can store other network objects, thus representing hierarchical networks. The Network class has attributes to store beliefs, evidences, goals, and hypothesis nodes associated with the Network. The Network class also has an attribute to store the set of ports associated with the Network.

• Port: This class abstracts the port’s name and the port’s type. The name attribute stores the name of the port and the portType attribute stores the type of the port as a string.

• PortMapping: This class captures the mapping of ports to the Networks. The attributes outputNetwork and outputPort are used for storing the output port and the
network associated with it. The attributes \textit{inputPort} and \textit{inputNetwork} are used for storing the input port and the network associated with it.

- **PortMapper**: This class defines the mapping of a node to an input or an output port.

- **BehaviorMapping**: This class represents the mapping of a behavior to an action node. The attribute \textit{networkName} stores the name of the network in which the action node can be found, the attribute \textit{nodeName} stores the name of the action node that has to be mapped to a behavior. The attribute \textit{behaviorName} stores the name of the behavior. For this mapping to be successful, the behavior name must match the name of the function defined in the behavior section of the DSL.

- **CognitiveModel**: This class captures the cognitive model of the DSL. This class stores the Network, PortMapping, and BehaviorMapping object.

- **Cogent**: This class refers to the whole Cogent model, which includes all of the classes defined above. The attributes \textit{dataModel} and \textit{behaviorModel} store the data variables and behavior functions defined in the DSL respectively.

The above classes define the various components of the metamodel. The grammar of the language is defined by extending a class from \textit{JavaTokenParser} trait, and defining various functions using an embedded DSL, thus representing the rules our language. The embedded DSL is a part of the \textit{Combinator} package discussed before, and it can be seen as a very high-level library with multiple operators overloaded. The functions defined using the embedded DSL, can call other functions and they return a specific class as a result of parsing. The transformation from DSL to a Scala model is achieved using the \textit{ParseAll} function, which is a part of the \textit{Combinator} package. Thus, in an event of successful transformation, a \textit{Cogent} object would be returned.
4.2.2 Reference Implementation

The reference implementation is comprised of classes that are used to generate the semantics of a program defined in the language of Cogent. The reference implementation provides classes to create and run the coherence network for a DSL specification. The different classes and their relations can be seen in Figure 4.3. In Section 4.2.1, we discussed the metamodel implementation and transformation from the DSL to Cogent class. The Cogent class is not executable on its own, hence it will be converted to the classes defined in this section.

- **CompositeNetwork:** As Cogent aims to represent a hierarchical network structure, an effective way to design it would be the Composite Design Pattern [46], which allows

![Figure 4.3: Reference Implementation](image)
a recursive composition of objects. *CompositeNetwork* plays the part of Component class or the abstract class in this design approach. This is an abstract class, which is implemented by the Node and Network class. The Node class acts as a leaf class, and the Network class acts a Composite class.

- **Node**: This class represents a node in the Coherence network. The various types of nodes in the coherence network, such as a hypothesis or an evidence, are defined using this class. This class has information on the nodes and ports connected to it. This class extends all of the functions defined in the abstract class CompositeNetwork. This class also implements methods such as the *update* method, which is the update operation of an IAC Network, discussed in Section 3.1.5. It also provides methods to add new connections and ports.

- **NodeEdge**: This class acts as an edge connecting the Node objects. The *weight* attribute represents the weight of an edge connecting two nodes.

- **InputPort**: This class implements the input port functionality of Cogent. It has a reference to a single node in the network.

- **OutputPort**: This class implements the output port functionality of Cogent. It has a reference to a node and its network. The OutputPort sends the *harmony* of the network associated with it to the InputPort.

- **PortEdge**: This class acts as an edge connecting the InputPort and OutputPort. The *weight* attribute represents the weight of an edge connecting the InputPort and OutputPort.

- **Network**: This class represents the Coherence network. It can contain nodes and other Network objects, thus supporting a hierarchical network structure. Other than implementing the functions from CompositeNetwork, this class also has a function to add new Node or Network objects.
• CoherenceModel: This class provides the functions necessary to establish the Coherence Network, along with the different coherence mechanisms involved in it. *Explanatory Coherence* can be established by using the *Explain* and *Contradict* methods. *Deductive Coherence* can be established by using the *Deduce* and *Contradict* methods. *Deliberative Coherence* can be established using the *Facilitate* and *InCompatible* methods. *Analogical Coherence* can be established using the *Analogy* method. These methods are implemented based on the principles of Coherence Theory discussed in 3.1.

• Parameters: This object provides all the parameters necessary for running the Coherence Network. The Cogent platform allows some of these parameters to be replaced.

• IACRunner: This class provides the functions necessary to run the Coherence Network. The *cycle* method runs by invoking the *update* method for all the *Node* objects until they settle for a certain threshold.

### 4.2.3 Domain-Specific Language Syntax

We will discuss the syntax of each part of the DSL further in this section. Although Cogent’s DSL is intended to hide the programming language syntax, it also allows users to use Scala programming syntax for some of the sections. We will discuss the structure of each component of the DSL in the following sections.

**Data Section**

The data section allows the resources of the agent can be defined. The resources, in this case, are Scala variables. These resources can be shared and modified by the behaviors of the agent, as needed. The variables can be compared to common resources needed for the behaviors of the agent, and are defined under the *@data* keyword. An illustration of this section can be seen in Figure 4.4.
Behavior Section

The behavior section allows users to define the agent’s behaviors. The behaviors are imperative functions that manipulate the agent’s resources defined in the data section. Multiple behaviors can be defined for a single agent, and the behaviors are linked to an action node in the cognitive coherence network. All the functions are defined under the \texttt{@behavior} keyword. An illustration of this section can be seen in Figure \ref{fig:behavior}.

```
@behavior
  def LethalStrike():unit={
    if(energy $>$ 50){
      display("Lethal Strike Executed")
      energy = energy - 10 
    } else{display("Energy low. LS failed")}
  }
```

Figure 4.5: Behavior Section

Cognitive Model

A cogent’s deliberation and decision-making model are defined in this section. As discussed before, the decision making in the Cogent language is based on the coherence theory. The network structure, along with various other nodes such as action, explanation, and belief are defined in this section. This section also allows users to add the relationship between various nodes like explanation, contradiction, deduction or triggers. This section is defined under the \texttt{@cognitiveModel} keyword. The structure of this section having a single network $X$ can be seen in Figure \ref{fig:cognitiveModel}.

```
@cognitiveModel

X
```

Figure 4.6: Cognitive Model
Network

This section is a part of the Cognitive Model Section discussed before. A network object is defined in this section. There can be multiple networks enclosed inside a single network. The networks contain information of all the nodes and the relationships among them. The network section also takes input and output port information from the user. The syntax allows the input and output ports to be mapped to the nodes in a network. These ports can be used to connect to other networks in the cognitive model. This will be discussed in the Port Mapping section later. An illustration of the structure of a network can be seen in Figure 4.6.

Evidence Nodes

The evidence nodes represent data and are associated with activation values, indicating the degree of confidence in respective data sources. The initial activation can also be considered as a form of preference among nodes. That is, if a node has been set with a high initial activation, it would have an advantage over others. A node can still get rejected after the network has settled, as the nodes final activation depends on how it coheres with other nodes. The evidence nodes are defined under the @precepts keyword. An illustration of this section can be seen in Figure 4.7.
Belief Nodes

The belief nodes represent the set of propositions that the cogent has to consider during the deliberation process. The belief nodes are added with the belief name and an initial activation level, which serves the same purpose defined in the previous section. The belief nodes are defined under the `@beliefs` keyword. An illustration of this section can be seen in Figure 4.8.

Hypothesis Nodes

Explanatory coherence involves the relation between evidences and hypotheses. Hypotheses are statements that provide a causal explanation for the evidence nodes. Hypotheses are added with the hypothesis name along with an initial activation. The hypothesis nodes are defined under the `@explanations` keyword. Each individual hypothesis is defined using the `hypothesis` keyword. An illustration of this section can be seen in Figure 4.9.
Goal and Action Nodes

The goal nodes express the different goals that the agent can consider during the means-ends reasoning process. The goal nodes are added similar to previous nodes. They are listed under the @goals keyword. The action nodes represent the activities that a cogent can perform to affect the environment. They are mapped to behaviors if needed, and are defined under the @actions keyword. An illustration of these sections can be seen in Figure 4.10.

![Figure 4.10: Goals and Actions Sections](image)

Constraints

The constraints among different types of nodes are specified in this section. The constraints include positive ones such as the explains relation that connects an evidence and hypothesis, the deduce constraint for associating beliefs, the facilitate constraint for associating goal nodes, and the trigger constraint for associating the goal nodes with the action nodes. The Cogent language also allows negative constraints such as the incompatible and the contradicts constraints. A specific weight is also declared when setting up constraints to indicate the strength of the relation. An illustration of these sections can be seen in Figure 4.11.

![Figure 4.11: Constraints Section](image)
Analogies

The analogical constraints between nodes can be established in this section. The syntax for adding an analogy constraint is as follows, Analogy \((A, B)(C, D)\) at 0.4, where \(A, B, C, D\) can be any of the nodes described before. The analogical expression means that the association or connection between \(A\) and \(B\) is similar to the connection between \(C\) and \(D\). This section is defined under the @analyses keyword. An illustration of this section can be seen in Figure 4.12.

Port Mapping

The input and output ports of different networks are mapped in this section. The connects statement is used to establish the connection between the ports. A weight must also be provided such that the input and output port is connected through an edge of the weight. When the coherence network is evaluated, the nodes connected to the input port receive an additional information other than the net-input discussed before. The input port receives the harmony of the network associated with the output port through the output port. The harmony of the network can be represented as follows [11]:

\[
\text{harmony} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=i+1}^{n} \ w(i, j) \ast a(i) \ast a(j)
\]

This harmony is multiplied with a port weight is added to the calculation of the net-input value of the node associated with the input port. This section is declared under the @portmapping keyword. An illustration of this section can be seen in Figure 4.13.
Behavior Mapping

In this section, the behaviors are associated with the action nodes. This ensures that, when an action node is activated, the associated behavior is executed. The "mapsto" keyword is used to establish a connection between action node and a behavior name or the function name. This section is declared under the @behaviormapping section. An illustration of this section can be seen in Figure 4.13.

4.2.4 Hierarchical Network Structure

Cogent’s DSL is equipped to handle complex network structures like a hierarchical network, which is a composite model that represents part-whole relation through a modular decomposition of networks. The hierarchical networks are an optional feature of the DSL and need not be applicable for all cases.

In the example shown in Figure 4.14 we present two networks X and Y defined by the DSL. The network Y is encapsulated within the network X. The network X and Y have nodes and constraints of their own; the nodes are associated between networks through ports. When an input port is connected to an output port, the harmony of the network associated with the output port is obtained by the input port and transferred to the node associated with the input port. The hierarchical structure will help users model or experiment complex network configurations.
4.3 Cogent Platform

In this section, we will introduce the Cogent Platform and its components. The Cogent simulation and experimentation platform allows users to define cogents using a higher-level language, experiment, and observe them. Figure 4.15 shows the platform and its components.

4.3.1 Editor Section

Cogent includes an editor section similar to a programming language editor. The editor offers features such as syntax highlighting of the keywords discussed in the DSL section. It also highlights imperative programming language keywords used as part of the behavior and data sections of the DSL. The editor in Cogent is a modified version of ACE editor [47].

4.3.2 Console Section

The console section in Cogent comes with two options which can be configured by the user. One option allows viewing node information such as activation level and connections.
associated each node of the coherence network of the cogent. The other option lets the user view the output of the display functions activated by the behaviors executed. To print a value in the console section, the user can call the “display” function as a part of a behavior in the DSL. The section can be used to track the data objects and behaviors and thus help in better understanding the agent’s behavior.

4.3.3 Visualization Section

The Cogent environment also has provision for visualization of the coherence network of individual cogents. The visualization helps the user to verify that the cogent behaves as expected. This would help make sufficient modification to the specification and test the model again until desired behavioral regularities are obtained. Thus the visualization plays a major role in the iterative and incremental building of the model.

In Figure 4.16 we can see the visualization of a hierarchical network with two networks connected through ports. The nodes in the network are represented either by blue nodes indicating that they are accepted and red color nodes indicating the ones rejected. The port
nodes are represented by a yellow color node. The links between nodes are also colored based on the relation between the nodes. The nodes with a positive connection, such as explanation, would have a blue connection. Nodes having a negative connection such as contradiction would have a red connection. While all nodes are connected by an undirected edge, the port nodes are connected by a directional edge where the edge directs from an output port to an input port, representing the flow of harmony from the output port’s network to input port’s network.

The visualization for a flat network in Cogent has identical properties except that network will not have ports, rather just nodes and connections. An example of this visualization can be seen in Figure 4.17.

4.3.4 Simulation and Experimentation Processes

The simulation of a cogent in the Cogent language begins by the user editing the program in terms of the DSL. The user then parses the DSL to verify the syntax using the “Parse Model” button in the simulation platform. The interface indicates if the syntax of the program is well-formed and correct with respect to the grammar. The user then runs the model by clicking the “Run Model” button which initializes the coherence network and
Figure 4.17: Flat Network

simulates the behaviors of the cogent. After a run is completed, the user can view the console section for any messages printed by the behavior. We can also shift the console section to view node details. Finally, the “Visualize Model” button can be clicked to display the visualization of the created agent. The user, repeats the procedure until a satisfied result is obtained. The activity diagram for the simulation and experimentation process can be seen in Figure 4.18

4.4 Contrastive Hebbian Learning Implementation

The Contrastive Hebbian Algorithm is provided as a Scala package. The package is provided so that, users can set up the initial weights for the coherence network connections. These initial weights can be used to specify a model using the DSL. Applying the Contrastive Hebbian Learning algorithm to a coherence network can be quite tricky, as a coherence network does not differentiate input and output nodes. We propose to handle this problem by allowing users to experiment with a various combination of inputs and outputs. The
desired coherence network configuration, or the set of accepted and rejected nodes, can be divided into various combinations of input and output sets to experiment with the learning algorithm. The activity diagram demonstrating the process of applying this algorithm can be seen in Figure 4.19.

It is important to note that cogents are still iteratively built using the Cogent platform. The algorithm can only be used to make a guess on the initial Coherence Network design, thus speeding up the development process.
Figure 4.19: Contrastive Hebbian Learning application Process
5.1 Machine Ethics

Machine ethics is the field that concerns the moral behaviors and actions of intelligent computing systems. Although they may sound similar, the field of machine ethics is different from the field of computer ethics. Computer ethics deals with ethical use of computing systems, while machine ethics deals with the moral behaviors of computing systems. Autonomous systems deployed in the real world can face challenges that can result in serious consequences. For instance, driverless systems put machines in the position of making split-second decisions that could have life or death implications [48].

Ethical decision making can be broadly classified into two categories, the deontological approach [7] and the utilitarian approach to ethics [8]. By deontological approach to ethics, an agent must always abide by the rules set to it. If an agent obeys the deontological approach, then irrespective of the situation, the agent would behave by the rules set to it. The utilitarian approach is contrary to the deontological approach. By the utilitarian approach to ethics, an agent’s decision should maximize a utility function. The utility function is typically happiness or welfare of the people that the agent serves or interacts with. Let us illustrate the two ethical decision making approaches by discussing the trolley problem [49]. The problem states the following scenario, a trolley is traveling down a railway track in a high speed, while there are a group of 5 people standing in the current track of the trolley, and one person standing in a side track. Assuming the trolley is operating on schedule, by the deontological approach, the trolley would travel in its current course and harm the five people in its path. On the another hand, if the trolley is designed to follow
the utilitarian approach, then it would change its track and hit the single person on the side track.

According to Moor [50], machine ethics can be classified into four categories, which are ethical impact agents, implicit ethical agents, explicit ethical agents, and fully ethical agents.

5.1.1 Ethical Impact Agents

Ethical impact agents are systems that lead to an ethical behavior as a result to a problem it solves. These agents do not exhibit any ethical behavior of their own, but the application and use of these agents lead to an ethical choice for a given problem.

5.1.2 Implicit Ethical Agents

Implicit ethical agents are systems that exhibit ethical behaviors implicitly, as they would be carefully designed to be ethical. These agents will have no knowledge of any ethical constraints or decision making. An example would be an Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) updating the correct balance after a transaction, such that the bank acts fairly towards the customer withdrawing money from the ATM.

5.1.3 Explicit Ethical Agents

In this case, agents are aware of ethical principles and act by it. Ethical decision making mechanisms like deontology and utilitarianism are explicitly programmed into these agents. Machines that are explicit ethical agents might be the best ethical agents to have in situations such as disaster relief [50].

5.1.4 Fully Ethical Agents

A fully ethical agent not only has explicit knowledge of ethical decision making, but also has a level of consciousness to justify their decision. There is a popular argument against these agents, that a machine can never attain full conscience or awareness.
5.2 The Lethal Strike Problem

In this section, we will introduce a problem in the domain of machine ethics, and validate the Cogent platform’s capability by developing the problem using it. The Lethal Strike problem [51], is a hypothetical scenario faced by an autonomous Unmanned Ariel Vehicle (UAV), during a search and rescue mission. In the Lethal Strike problem, the UAV may have multiple goals to satisfy, and the UAV can perform a set of actions to satisfy these goals. The UAV has to make decisions between various goals and actions to pursue, as some of the goals and actions may contradict with each other. The UAV has to make decisions based on a set of evidences and beliefs. Its decisions can vary greatly based on changes in these evidences and beliefs. Thus, the UAV is expected to analyze various combinations of goals, actions, beliefs, and evidences during the decision making process.

In this case study, we are particularly interested in the ethical decisions taken by the UAV. The UAV can perform many actions, like monitor, patrol, but our major focus would be on the Lethal Strike action. The Lethal Strike action is a scenario where the acts of the UAV can have adverse effect on civilians. Thus, the UAV has to make a decision between performing a Lethal Strike action and maximize the utility, or follow the rules that the UAV’s action must not hurt civilians. The first scenario is a consequentialist approach [8] and the latter is a Deontological approach [7] of ethical decision making. From the above description we can see that we need to simulate two UAVs taking two different type of decisions for a single problem.

The Lethal Strike problem is chosen to demonstrate the Cogent platform, as the problem involves the consideration of complex deliberation and reasoning mechanisms between various beliefs, evidences, actions, and goals. We demonstrate the Cogent platform by simulating a scenario where the cogent takes a deontological decision, and another scenario where it takes a utilitarian decision. The cogent in this case acts as an explicit ethical agent. We will demonstrate, how Cogent’s DSL allows the problem to be expressed explicitly in terms of deliberation mechanisms. We will also show, how minor changes in some beliefs in our
simulation can lead to different actions to be executed, and various other actions being rejected.

### 5.2.1 Simulating the Utilitarian Scenario

The DSL program used to simulate the utilitarian scenario for the Lethal Strike problem is given below in Figure 5.1. The DSL is programmed based on the syntax discussed in Section 4.2.3. The model specifies different evidences, beliefs, actions, and goals in their respective sections. In the first scenario, the agent is initialized with high activation on node B1, meaning the actions cause harm to civilians. We also have higher activation on nodes B2, B7, and B8. Where, the node B2 represents the need to prevent attacks, the node B7 represents the need to minimize vulnerability, and the node B8 represents the need to protect power of the UAV. We can see the nodes B2, B7, and B8 aim to maximize utility, hence maximizing the UAV's mission of search and rescue. As this configuration supports the utilitarian approach, the belief B9 has a higher initial activation, supporting the decision that the UAV can harm civilians to maximize utility. This configuration while activates the Lethal Strike action, it might cause causalities.

The network visualization for this configuration is given below in Figure 5.2, we can see that the Lethal Strike action is activated. From the visualization, it can be observed that, the Coherence Network is established based on the principles of Coherence Theory, discussed in Section 3.1. Nodes that are specified to cohere by using keywords such as "explains", "deduces", and "facilitates", can be seen connected in the visualization with blue coloured edges, indicating they have a positive association. On the contrary, nodes specified to incohere by using keywords such as "contradicts" and "incompatible", can be seen connected with a red coloured edge, indicating they have a negative association. We can also observe competition has been established between various beliefs and action nodes. For instance, the Lethal Strike action competes with the Monitor action as they both facilitate the Pursue goal, but do not facilitate each other. We can also observe the analogical association
set up between nodes $B_6$, $B_9$, $B_5$, and $B_{10}$. The default parameters were used for the parameters \textit{threshold}, \textit{max-iter}, and \textit{decay} for obtaining the discussed result.

### 5.2.2 Simulating the Deontological Scenario

The deontological scenario is a slight modification to the network configuration discussed in the previous section. The DSL used to simulate this scenario is given below in Figure 5.3.

The DSL is programmed based on the syntax discussed in Section 4.2.3. In this case, we
reduce the activation of nodes $B_2$, $B_7$ and $B_8$, thus we put utility under lesser importance and show more emphasis on the deontological rule of not hurting causalities. We also update the beliefs $B_9$ and $B_{10}$, such that, the UAV values civilian’s welfare more than utility.

The visualization of this scenario is given below in Figure 5.4. We can observe that the connections remain the same as before, as the rules were unchanged. As some of the beliefs were changed to reflect a new decision, we obtain a different set of nodes being accepted. We can see that the Lethal Strike node is rejected and other nodes related to maximizing utility are also rejected, thus supporting the deontological idea of protecting civilians. Comparing the two visualizations we observe a set of nodes get accepted or rejected together. The nodes accepted in the First scenario together support an ethical decision and nodes together in the second scenario support another ethical decision. We were able to switch between the two world-views in a transparent manner. As such, our approach of simulation was expressive enough to denote the principles of decision making intuitively. The default parameters were used for the parameters $threshold$, $max-iter$, and $decay$ for obtaining the discussed result.
5.2.3 Behavior Definitions and Executions

Cogent’s DSL is designed to bring a balance between the DSL-based and the library-based languages, which are discussed in Section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 respectively. Cogent platform allows users to define behaviors for their cogents, these behaviors can be any Scala functions. Thus, the cognitive model is specified using the DSL, while the behaviors that these cognitive models execute are specified by Scala programming language syntax. In the above problem, we also defined a behavior in the behavior section of the DSL called the LethalStrike behavior.
This behavior is later associated with the Lethal Strike action in the behavior mapping section of the DSL. We also have a data variable named “energy”, which denotes the energy of the UAV. The agent might be expected to expel or reduce this variable when a behavior such as \textit{LethalStrike} is executed. This can be seen in the \textit{LethalStrike} behavior, where we reduce the \textit{energy} variable. The \textit{LethalStrike} behavior additionally checks if the agent has sufficient energy and executes the action. Hence, when the action node gets activated in the Coherence Network, the behavior or the function executes. In case of the DSL specification in Figure 5.3, the behavior fails to execute as the Lethal Strike action is rejected. But, the Lethal Strike action is accepted for the DSL specification in Figure 5.2, thus running the \textit{LethalStrike} behavior. Figure 5.5 shows the console section after running the behavior. Cogent also allows users to view the details of all the nodes in a Coherence Network. Figure 5.6 shows the details of nodes \textit{B3} and \textit{B4}, for the network configuration in Figure 5.2.

5.2.4 Hierarchical Configuration of the Problem Specification

The two scenarios of the Lethal Strike problem discussed before are flat networks. That is, the scenarios do not involve any hierarchy or sub-networks. Hierarchical networks can be
used in a scenario where a node A’s activation has to depend on the harmony of a group of nodes. In such a case, the group of nodes can be specified as a separate network and connected to the node A using ports. The Lethal Strike problem can also be extended into a hierarchical network configuration. For instance, the acceptability of the belief $B_9$, which states that capital punishment is acceptable, may depend on a set of other beliefs, hypotheses, and evidences. This is analogous to a real-world scenario, where a jury decides to award capital punishment to a criminal, based on the consideration of a set evidences and hypotheses that are irrelevant to the trial itself.

5.2.5 Observations and Remarks

In the previous sections, we have demonstrated Cogent’s capabilities by using the Lethal Strike problem. Although, the Lethal Strike problem involved the consideration of a complex model with various beliefs, evidences, goals, and actions, the Cogent platform’s powerful DSL allowed us to create a cognitive model by directly expressing these deliberation
mechanisms. Cogent’s approach to cognitive modeling and specification is contrast to the common procedural approach to modeling cognitive agents. As discussed in Section 2.2, the procedural approach to cognitive modeling may be less intuitive and hard to express complex cognitive agents. But in the case of Cogent, we not only expressed the Lethal Strike problem intuitively using deliberation mechanisms, we were also able to shift between two entirely different ethical decision scenarios by modifying certain beliefs intuitively. This clearly demonstrates Cogent’s ability to perform powerful cognitive modeling using a higher-level DSL. We also demonstrated Cogent’s ability to combine Domain-Specific Language with the Scala programming language in creating the LethalStrike behavior with programming language syntax, while creating the cognitive model using the DSL.
Chapter 6
Conclusions

The Cogent platform allows users to model, simulate, and experiment with complex cognitive agents, the theoretical foundations of which are based on Coherence Theory. The modeling process for these cognitive agents is orchestrated by the principles and ideologies of Model-Driven Engineering. Cogent allows cognitive modeling to be performed iteratively and interactively using its powerful Domain-Specific Language (DSL) and features like visualization. Cogent’s DSL is designed to be expressive enough to allow modelers to specify complex cognitive models explicitly using deliberation and reasoning mechanisms, while also allowing to specify the behaviors of these agents using the Scala programming language syntax.

6.1 Summary

In this thesis, we introduced Cogent, a web-based agent simulation and experimentation platform for simulating cognitive agents. In Chapter 2, we introduced various simulation platforms and cognitive architectures, discussing their properties and drawbacks. Most of these simulation platforms and cognitive architectures, do not allow users to express deliberation mechanisms explicitly to model agents. Hence, modeling complex decision-making agents using these platforms can be difficult and time-consuming. We discussed how Cogent addresses the problem by combining cognitive modeling with the principles of Model-Driven Engineering such as Domain-Specific Language (DSL) and transformation. In Chapter 3, we introduced the principles of Coherence Theory and Model-Driven Engineering, showing how they act as a backbone of the Cogent platform. Cogent allows users to express cognitive agents intuitively by connecting users to agents, using real-world deliberation ideas like
beliefs and goals. This is achieved by an expressive DSL of Cogent that allows to model agents involved in complex scenarios that include conflicts and dilemmas. In Chapter 4, we discussed the implementation and syntax details of Cogent’s DSL and the transformation from a DSL specification to a reference implementation of Coherence Theory. We saw how Cogent’s DSL design allowed us to model cognitive agents intuitively. We also saw how the DSL allowed us to define an agent’s behaviors using programming language syntax, thus finding a balance between the library-based and the DSL-based languages. Based on the DSL and the reference implementation, Cogent uses a reasoning mechanism by constraint satisfaction, accepting certain principles and rejecting others. In Chapter 4, we also introduced the various user interface features of the platform. Cogent promotes iterative and incremental development of cognitive agents by providing capabilities such as visualization of the agent, acting as a tool to help users to understand the simulated agent. In Chapter 5, we demonstrated Cogent’s cognitive modeling capability by expressing the Lethal Strike problem explicitly through deliberation mechanisms, while defining the agent’s behavior using Scala language syntax. Cogent’s powerful modeling capabilities were also apparent when we shifted between two entirely different ethical decision scenarios by modifying the DSL intuitively.

6.2 Limitations of Cogent

In this section, we will discuss some of the limitations faced by the Cogent platform, and discuss briefly on how to address them. Cogent verifies the syntax of the DSL that the user specifies but does not verify the DSL’s semantics. Scenarios such as the user trying to connect two nodes that aren’t defined will lead to run-time errors. This is an implementation limitation in Cogent, and the issue can be solved by implementing a type checking mechanism for Cogent. Cogent also does not provide an analysis on how much the initial activation of each evidence and belief can be changed to a point where we get a completely new set of propositions being accepted. An analysis of such kind may be essential as it would give the
user a higher confidence in the model. Such an analysis may act as a measure of robustness of the model and can be used as an evaluation metric to compare various models. To handle this limitation, we need to implement a meta-level reasoning mechanism for the Cogent.

6.3 Application Areas of Cogent

We previously demonstrated Cogent using the Lethal Strike problem, which is a problem in the domain of Machine Ethics. However, Cogent can be applied to a problem in any domain where a cognitive decision-making process is necessary. Cogent can be used in a wide variety of ways, from modeling autonomous systems to modeling real-life scenarios faced by people. Cogent can be used to model a higher-level decision-making process of systems such as Unmanned Ariel Vehicles and driverless cars. These autonomous systems can be modeled using propositions such as beliefs and goals, but their actions would depend on these defined propositions and evidences that the system observes. Cogent can also be used to simulate real-life scenarios that involve complex reasoning and decision-making. For instance, a jury in a trial may face contradictory propositions such as hypothesis and evidences. In such a case, Cogent can be used as a decision support system, by using it to model the problem faced by the jury, expressing all hypotheses, evidences, beliefs, and actions. Cogent could give the set of propositions that contradict and support each other, accepting certain propositions and rejecting others. Cogent’s simulation results can help the jury to see a higher-level overview of the problem and aid them in the decision-making process.

6.4 Future Research

6.4.1 Multi-Agent Simulation Platform

Currently, Cogent allows users to model and experiment with just a single agent. In many scenarios, users may desire to simulate multiple coordinating agents in an environment.
Agents simulated in a multi-agent environment will be more complex, as their actions, not only depend on the environment but also other agents.

Cogent is envisioned to be expanded into a multi-agent simulation platform. The multi-agent platform can allow users to model multiple cognitive agents that interact with each other. Similar to a cogent, these cognitive agents will have their own cognitive models that utilize various deliberation mechanisms, such as beliefs and hypotheses. The platform can also allow users to define advanced behaviors for an agent, allowing it to interact with other cognitive agents. Like a cogent, these agents can modify the environment defined by the user. To support such a multi-agent environment, we need to add new features to the current Cogent platform. Each agent in this platform can be simulated as a separate process with their own cognitive model. As these processes share the variables that represent the environment, the access to them will have to be restricted using semaphores to avoid race conditions. The proposed multi-agent platform is expected to be more powerful and would allow users to simulate complex scenarios such as social simulation.

6.4.2 Hybrid Approach to Model Agents

Currently, Cogent allows users to define cognitive agents in an iterative top-down fashion. This approach allows users to specify how these agents must function, thus allowing the user have greater control over their behavior. On the contrary, a bottom-up approach allows agents to be built from training data. The bottom-up approach can be used to give an overall view of the model, thus guiding the user in the top-down modeling.

Although we provide a package that would help users to develop initial configuration for the Coherence Network, it can be integrated with the top-down process of modeling. Cogent’s modeling process can be extended to a hybrid approach by integrating the top-down approach and the bottom-up approach to modeling. Thus, the proposed platform will allow agents to be specified using a DSL, while they can also to be created simultaneously from training data. The proposed approach is expected to enhance the modeling experience,
as the user can now revise the top-down specification and the bottom-up data, during the iterative modeling process.

6.4.3 Extending Cogent as a Cognitive Architecture

Most cognitive architectures use a symbolic approach to cognition, this approach might be non-intuitive and challenging, as users may have to convert their deliberations into production rules. Cogent’s approach is relatively different, as its Domain-Specific Language allows users to model cognitive agents using deliberation mechanisms, such as beliefs and evidences, thus helping users define complex cognitive agents intuitively. Although, the specification of agents in Cogent is intuitive, agents modeled by cognitive architectures such as Clarion are more powerful. Cognitive architectures have multiple memory modules and provide the capability to model agents that learn gradually from experience. We propose to extend Cogent into a cognitive architecture, while also not sacrificing Cogent’s capability of modeling agents using deliberation mechanisms.

Currently, agents in Cogent are limited to only a short-term memory, and they cannot learn progressively through experience. We propose to extend the capability of Cogent by allowing it to model agents with a long-term and a short-term memory. The short-term memory can store the current attributes of the problem such as various beliefs, hypotheses, and their activations. The long-term memory can store the attributes from past simulation results. The short-term memory will primarily help the agent in solving the current problem, while the long-term memory will help the agent learn progressively.

Cogent can also be extended by providing an implicit and an explicit cognition, similar to the Clarion cognitive architecture. The explicit cognition will be guided by a Coherence Network, while the implicit cognition will be guided by a feed-forward neural network. The explicit cognition is proposed to work on the short-term memory, while the implicit cognition will work on the long-term memory. Coherence networks are hard to train with multiple training instances. On the contrary, neural networks have proved to work well with large
volumes of training instances. Hence we propose to use a feed-forward neural network for the implicit cognition. The advantage of Coherence Networks is that they are more explainable than neural networks, hence, we intend to use the Coherence Network approach for the explicit cognition. After each simulation, the results will be transferred from the short-term memory to the long-term memory, and the neural-network would be updated using the backpropagation algorithm. Agents can now make decisions based on the results obtained by both implicit and explicit cognition. The proposed architecture will allow users to model powerful agents that learn progressively and are also explainable, thus providing greater confidence to users.
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Appendices
Appendix A
Grammar Implementation using Scala combinator

class CoherenceNet extends JavaTokenParsers {

    def cogentspec: Parser[Cogent] =
        "cogent" ~> ident ~> dataspec ~> bspec ~> cmspec ^^ {case name ~> data ~> behavior ~> cm =>
            Cogent(name.toString(), data, behavior, cm)}

    def dataspec: Parser[List[String]] =
        "@data" ~> repsep(datastmt, ";") ^^ (List() ++ _)

    def datastmt: Parser[String] = stringLiteral ^^ {case stmt => stmt}

    def bspec: Parser[List[String]] =
        "@behavior" ~> repsep(datastmt, ";") ^^ (List() ++ _)

    def bstmt: Parser[String] = stringLiteral ^^ {case stmt => stmt}

    def cmspec: Parser[CogModel] = "@cognitiveModel" ~> netspec opt(inoutmappinglist) opt(behmappinglist) <> "endcogent"
        ^^ {case netspec ~> inoutmappinglist ~> behmappinglist =>
            CogModel(netspec, inoutmappinglist, behmappinglist)}

    def inoutmappinglist: Parser[List[Mapping]] =

    def behmappinglist: Parser[List[Mapping]] =

}

64
"@portmapping" ~> rep(inoutmappingmember) ^^ (List() ++ _)  

```scala
def inoutmappingmember: Parser[Mapping] = 
  "outp:" ~> ident ~"." ~ident ~"connects" ~"inp:" ~ident ~"." ~ident
  ~"at" ~floatingPointNumber ^^ {case outNet ~"." ~outPort ~"connects"
  ~"inp:" ~inpNet ~"." ~inpPort ~"at" ~value =>
    Mapping(outNet.toString(), outPort.toString(), inpNet.toString(),
    inpPort.toString(), value.toFloat)}
```

```scala
def behmappinglist: Parser[List[BMapping]] =
  "@behaviormapping" ~> rep(behmappingmember) ^^ (List() ++ _)
```

```scala
def behmappingmember: Parser[BMapping] =
  ident ~"." ~ident ~"mapsto" ~ident
  ^^ {case netName ~"." ~nodeName ~"mapsto" ~behName =>
    BMapping(netName.toString(), nodeName.toString(), behName.toString())}
```

```scala
def netspec: Parser[Network] = "net" ~> ident ~opt(portlist) ~
  opt(portmapper) ~ evidencelist ~ belieflist ~ hypothesislist
  ~ goallist ~ actionlist ~ constraintlist ~ analogylist ~ opt(netlist)
  <~ "endnet" ^^ {case ident ~ portlist ~ portmapper ~ evidencelist
  ~ belieflist ~ hypothesislist ~ goallist ~ actionlist ~ constraintlist
  ~ analogylist ~ netlist =>
    Network(ident.toString(), portlist, portmapper, evidencelist,
    belieflist, hypothesislist, goallist, actionlist, constraintlist, analogylist, netlist)}
```

```scala
def netlist: Parser[List[Network]] = rep(netspec) ^^ (List() ++ _)
```
def portlist : Parser[List[Port]] = "("~>inportlist~outportlist
"\)" ^^ {case inportlist~outportlist => inportlist ::: outportlist}

def inportlist: Parser[List[Port]] = "inp"~":"~>
repsep(inportmember, ",")<~"," ^^ (List() ++ _)

def outportlist: Parser[List[Port]] = "outp"~":"~>
repsep(outportmember, ",") ^^ (List() ++ _)

def inportmember : Parser[Port] = ident ^^
{case name => Port(name.toString(), "in")}

def outportmember : Parser[Port] = ident ^^
{case name => Port(name.toString(), "out")}

def portmapper: Parser[Map[Port,Node]] = "["~>inportmapper
"\outportmapper <"]" ^^ {case inportmapper~outportmapper=>
inportmapper ++ outportmapper}

def inportmapper: Parser[Map[Port,Node]] =
repsep(inportmap, ",")<~";" ^^ (Map() ++ _)

def outportmapper: Parser[Map[Port,Node]] =
repsep(outportmap, ",") ^^ (Map() ++ _)

def inportmap : Parser[(Port,Node)] = ident~"->"~ident ^^
{case src~"->"~tgt => (Port(src.toString(), "in"), Evidence(tgt.toString(), Some(""), 0.2))}

def outportmap: Parser[(Port,Node)] = ident~"->"~ident ^^
{case src~"->"~tgt => (Port(tgt.toString(), "out"), Hypothesis(src.toString(), Some(""), 0.2))}

def evidencelist: Parser[List[ Evidence ]] =
"@percepts"~>rep(evidencemember) ^^ (List() ++ _)

def evidencemember: Parser[ Evidence ] =
"evidence("~>ident~opt(explanation)"~,"~floatingPointNumber <~")" ^^ {case ident~expl~","~value => Evidence(ident.toString(), expl, value.toDouble)}

def explanation: Parser[String] = 
"":"~>stringLiteral~~{case expl => expl}

def belieflist: Parser[List[ Belief ]] =
"@beliefs"~>rep(beliefmember) ^^ (List() ++ _)

def beliefmember: Parser[ Belief ] =
"belief("~>ident~opt(explanation)"","~floatingPointNumber <~")" ^^ {case ident~expl~","~value => Belief(ident.toString(), expl, value.toDouble)}

def hypothesislist: Parser[List[ Hypothesis ]] =
"@explanations"->rep(hypothesismember) ^^ (List() ++ _)

def hypothesismember: Parser[Hypothesis] =
  "hypothesis("->ident~opt(explanation)"","~floatingPointNumber <~")" ^^ {case ident~expl~","~value => Hypothesis(
    ident.toString(), expl, value.toDouble)}

def goallist: Parser[List[Goal]] =
  "@goals"->rep(goalmember) ^^ (List() ++ _)

def goalmember: Parser[Goal] =
  "goal("->ident~opt(explanation)"","~floatingPointNumber<~")
  " ^^ {case ident~expl~","~value => Goal(ident.toString(),
    expl, value.toDouble)}

def actionlist: Parser[List[Action]] =
  "@actions"->rep(actionmember) ^^ (List() ++ _)

def actionmember: Parser[Action] =
  "action("->ident~opt(explanation)"","~floatingPointNumber<~")"
  ^ {case ident~expl~","~value =>
    Action(ident.toString(), expl, value.toDouble)}

def constraintlist: Parser[List[Constraint]] =
  "@constraints"->rep(constraintmember) ^^ (List() ++ _)

def constraintmember: Parser[Constraint] =
def basicconstraint: Parser[Constraint] =
  ident~"explains"~ident~"at"~floatingPointNumber ^^
  {case src~"explains"~tgt~"at"~value =>
    Constraint(src.toString :: List(), tgt.toString,
      "explains", value.toDouble)} |
  ident~"contradicts"~ident~"at"~floatingPointNumber ^^
  {case src~"contradicts"~tgt~"at"~value =>
    Constraint(src.toString :: List(), tgt.toString,
      "contradicts", value.toDouble)} |
  ident~"deduces"~ident~"at"~floatingPointNumber ^^
  {case src~"deduces"~tgt~"at"~value =>
    Constraint(src.toString :: List(), tgt.toString,
      "deduces", value.toDouble)} |
  ident~"facilitates"~ident~"at"~floatingPointNumber ^^
  {case src~"facilitates"~tgt~"at"~value =>
    Constraint(src.toString :: List(), tgt.toString,
      "facilitates", value.toDouble)} |
  ident~"incompatible"~ident~"at"~floatingPointNumber ^^
  {case src~"incompatible"~tgt~"at"~value =>
    Constraint(src.toString :: List(), tgt.toString,
      "incompatible", value.toDouble)} |
  ident~"triggers"~ident~"at"~floatingPointNumber ^^
  {case src~"triggers"~tgt~"at"~value =>
    Constraint(src.toString :: List(), tgt.toString,
      "triggers", value.toDouble)}
def compoundconstraint : Parser[Constraint] =
    srclist~"explains"~ident~"at"~floatingPointNumber ^^
    {case srclist~"explains"~tgt~"at"~value =>
        Constraint(srclist,tgt,"explains",value.toDouble) }

def srclist: Parser[List[String]] =
    "["~>repsep(ident, ",")<~"]" ^^ (List() ++ _)

def analogylist :Parser[List[Analogy]] =
    "@analogies"~>rep(analogymember) ^^ (List() ++ _)

def analogymember: Parser[Analogy] =
    "analogous"~hyplist~evilist~"at"~floatingPointNumber ^^
    {case "analogous"~hyplist~evilist~"at"~value =>
        Analogy(hyplist, evilist, value.toDouble)}

def hyplist: Parser[List[String]] =
    "("~>repsep(ident, ",")<~")" ^^ (List() ++ _)

def evilist: Parser[List[String]] =
    "("~>repsep(ident, ",")<~")" ^^ (List() ++ _)